Abstract Algorithms that process geometric objects become more and more important for many safety-critical embedded systems, e.g. for motion planning or collision detection, where correctness is indispensable. The main challenge to demonstrating correctness is the consistent handling of degenerate cases like collinear line segments. In this paper, we therefore propose the use of an interactive theorem prover to develop dependable geometry algorithms for safety-critical embedded systems. Our solution is based on the use of a three-valued logic to make degenerate cases explicit. Using the theorem prover, we are not only able to prove the correctness of the obtained algorithms, but also to directly derive a software library of provably correct geometry algorithms for safety-critical applications.
Introduction
Applications like motion planning in robotics or collision detection of autonomous vehicles have to observe and to control the positions of certain objects in a particular environment. To this end, it is often sufficient to model the environment as a twodimensional plane and the objects can be approximated as polygons on that plane. For this reason, fundamental algorithms of computational geometry [7] like polygon clipping or computing convex hulls can be used to develop embedded systems for these applications. As these embedded systems work in safety-critical domains, where even human live could be endangered, it is mandatory to guarantee their correctness. For this reason, it is necessary to built up specification languages and verification formalisms that allow the designers of such systems to reason about their correctness.
Geometric problems appear to be easy, since they can be visualised in a natural and intuitive way. However, at a second glance, even simple definitions turn out to be more complicated than expected: For example, what is the intersection point of two lines, if both lines are identical? For this reason, most algorithms work under certain preconditions like 'all points are pairwise distinct' or 'no three points are collinear'.
In order to guarantee that all possible cases are consistently handled and that the used algorithms work as expected, we recommend the use of interactive theorem provers to reason about required definitions and algorithms. However, establishing consistent definitions for geometric primitives that can be universally used for all algorithms and even degenerate inputs turns out to be a great challenge [8] . For example, to define whether a point on the edge of a polygon belongs to the interior or not, yields essential problems when this definition is used in one or the other algorithm. These problems impose inherent difficulties to develop a software library for safety-critical embedded systems to process geometric data.
In our opinion, the best solution is to make degenerate cases explicit, which requires the introduction of a third truth value for geometric primitives that normally are either true or false. We therefore extended the interactive theorem prover HOL [10] by a theory on two-dimensional analytic geometry [3] that is based on a three-valued logic. We formalised geometric objects, geometric primitives, and finally entire algorithms, so that we are able to reason about the correctness of geometric computations. As a first experiment, we successfully verified the Cohen-Sutherland clipping algorithm [9] .
Though reasoning about geometric problems has a long tradition, our work deviates from existing work in several ways. In particular, Wu's work [21, 6] on translating geometric propositions to algebraic forms, i.e. equations between polynomials is well-known. However, this approach is limited to the automated solution of particular instances of geometric problems, while we have to argue about the problems (and their algorithmic solutions) themselves. The work closest to ours is [15] , where also an interactive theorem prover is used to formally reason about geometric problems. However, in contrast to our work, they used two-valued logic to formalise geometric primitives. To circumvent problems of degenerate cases, they modified definitions or used techniques like perturbation which, however, turned out to be problematic in practise [5] .
In this paper, we therefore propose to use three-valued logic for the implementation of algorithms that process geometric data. Three-valued logic has proved to be an adequate tool in many areas of computer science [4, 20, 13, 2, 18, 16, 1, 19] . We show that three-valued logic is well suited to define geometric primitives so that degenerate cases are consistently and concisely handled. To guarantee the correctness of the derived algorithms, we employ the interactive theorem prover HOL [10] to set up a library on two-dimensional, linear objects like lines, segments, and polygons [3] . Based on this library for the theorem prover, we derive a dependable software library that provides algorithms for geometric problems that have to be solved in upcoming embedded systems.
The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, the specification and verification of polygon processing algorithms is described. Section 3 illustrates our formalisation approach by the verification of the Cohen-Sutherland algorithm for line clipping. Section 4 sketches the implementation of a software library for algorithms of computational geometry based on our three-valued formalisations. Finally, Section 5 draws some preliminary conclusions.
An extended version of this paper, the proof code, additional material, as well as detailed descriptions of all theories and examples described in this paper are available on our website.
Specification
In this section, we describe our three-valued formalisation of analytic geometry. We first consider degenerate cases and three-valued logic (Section 2.1) and then more complex geometric objects and primitives (Section 2.2).
Degenerate Cases and Three-Valued Logic
Most algorithms of computational geometry are designed for the 'general case', thus excluding so-called degenerate cases: Depending on the algorithm, several preconditions are assumed, e.g. that no points coincide, that given lines are not parallel, or that no three lines intersect in a common point [8, 14] . Handling degenerate cases is a wellknown problem in computational geometry. As an example, consider the winding number algorithm: It calculates the winding number of a point p relative to a polygon P , i.e. how often the directed sequence of connected line segments of P turns around p (see [11] for a precise definition). To this end, it counts the intersections of an arbitrary ray starting in p with edges of the polygon P . If the intersected edge runs from the bottom to the top, it is counted positively -in the opposite direction negatively. Figure 1 shows the possible cases, where the ray is drawn with a dotted line and some edges of polygon P are drawn with straight lines: (a) and (b) show simple cases without problems, while (c) to (f) show degenerate cases, i.e. a vertex or an edge of the polygon is on the ray. Depending on the position of the adjoining edges of the polygon, the situation must be counted as an intersection or not. In the presented examples, cases (c) and (e) have to be defined as intersections, whereas cases (d) and (f) should not be intersections.
The explicit treatment of degeneracies requires substantial effort. In particular, to decide whether all cases have been considered is often unclear and nontrivial. Simple solutions like perturbation or other techniques have shown not to be as applicable as desired [5] , so that degeneracies still form an impediment for the development of dependable algorithms: On the one hand, the enormous number of different degenerate cases does not allow an explict treatment, and on the other hand, consistent definitions of geometric primitives that implicitly handle all degenerate cases for all algorithms in an adequate way are not available, and probably do not exist: For example, consider the problem to determine whether a point is inside or outside a polygon. Assume that the points on the edge are considered to be outside the polygon (i.e. polygons are 'open' point sets). If we calculate the difference of two polygons as a set difference, the result is possibly a polygon that contains points on its edge.
For this reason, we propose the use of three-valued logic to handle degeneracies. Three-valued logic has already proven to be useful in many areas, e.g. for the analysis of asynchronous circuits [13, 4, 20] , for program analysis [16, 2, 17, 18] , for the analysis of cache behaviour [1] , and temporal properties of programs [19] . We show that threevalued logic is also a natural foundation to specify geometric problems. Morevover, we do not only use three-valued logic for the analysis of (two-valued) algorithms, but instead propose to implement all geometric primitives directly by three-valued logic. This allows us to describe algorithms in a concise way without having the need to enumerate many tedious degenerate cases. Clearly, these cases do not disappear, but three-valued logic allows us to implicitly treat them in a systematic way. An intuitive view on the third truth value is obtained by the analogy to exception handling in some programming languages: At the point of time where an error occurs, it is not clear how to handle it. Thus, an exception is thrown, which is finally caught by a function that has the necessary context knowledge to handle the problem. Analogously, the degenerate case is passed through all functions until the knowledge of the context is sufficient to resolve the problem.
Reconsider the 'point-in-polygon problem': The area of a polygon is described by a function that maps each point of the plane to one of the three truth values: true (T) is assigned to all points inside, false (F) to all points outside, and degenerate (U) is assigned to all points on the edge of the polygon. These considerations give rise to the definitions of the basic three-valued connectives¬,∧ and∨ shown in Figure 2 , which have already been used by Kleene [12] . We introduce further operators (see Figure 2) like implication→ , equivalence↔ , exclusive-or⊕ and a modified conjunction * (the meaning of which will be explained in Section 2.2). Moreover, we extend the theory by existential and universal quantification:
We use a two-valued theorem prover HOL [10] to reason about our geometry primitives. Introducing three-valued formulas into such a two-valued environment, poses the problem to integrate both logics. The conversion of three-valued expressions to Boolean domain depends on the proposition: In some situations, T should be the only designated truth value; in other cases, it suffices that a proposition P is 'at least U'. Although, this can be expressed by ¬(P = F), we introduce two new relations ≤ and ≥ to improve the readability. By their help, all relevant cases (P = F, P ≤ U, P ≥ U), P = T) can be described concisely (see Figure 3) . The purpose of the operator ։ will be become clear in the following subsection.
Geometric Objects and Primitives
All geometric objects are formed by sets of points that are the solution of a proposition.
To cope with endpoints and other extremal issues, we use three-valued inequations between rational numbers: for equal numbers, the validity of the inequation is U: Using this relation, we define geometric objects. We thereby focus on two-dimensional linear objects, i.e. lines, segments and windows. Circles, curves, and objects of higher dimensions are not considered, since in embedded systems, they are usually approximated by linear objects. A line is usually defined by its parametric equation. To convert the classic definition of a line to a three-valued one, all two-valued operators are exchanged by their threevalued counterparts (beg(ℓ 1 ) and end(ℓ 1 ) denote the two points that define the line):
For a line ℓ, there is no difference between the two-valued and three-valued case: ℓ contains all points (x; y) that are a solution of the traditional, two-valued equation. For a line segment, λ must be greater than 0 and less than 1. With these restrictions, the end points are degenerate points.
Most geometric algorithms rely on a small number of geometric primitives. Among them, there are primitives that take some input and classify it as one of a constant number of possible cases, as e.g.:
-Position of two points. A point p is left from a point q iff χ left (p, q) := x q − x p > 0.
Analogously, point p is below q iff χ below (p, q) := y q − y p > 0. -Orientation of three points. The points p, q and r define a left turn iff
Degeneracies with respect to a such a primitive P are inputs x that cause the characteristic function to become zero χ P (x) = 0. Following the approach presented in Section 2.1, the result U is returned in these cases. To define the primitives, we use the three-valued relation ≺ of the previous section. Since all primitives of the previous section compare their result with zero, we additionally introduce a relation pos :
rat_pos ⊢ def pos r = 0 ≺ r With its help, the primitive left and below can be defined as follows:
The primitives make use of the three-valued relation ≺, and thus, they have similar properties: The following theorems prove some sort of reflexivity, antisymmetry, and transitivity laws. Figure 4 . Properties of the left-turn primitive
LEFT_TRANS makes use of the connectives * and ։ , which usually appear together in a proposition. They allow a succinct description of the following cases:
nothing is said about left(u, w).
The orientation primitives can be analogously defined:
lturn ⊢ def lturn(u, v, w) = pos ((v − u) × (w − v)) rturn ⊢ def rturn(u, v, w) = lturn(w, v, u) Again, various properties can be proven for the orientation primitive:
These theorems are three-valued reformulations of the ones that can be found in [15] . The first three theorems (LTURN_REF, LTURN_SYM and LTURN_ASYM) state that a sequence in which a point appears at least twice is a degenerate case. Moreover, a sequence can be rotated without changing the orientation, and two points can be interchanged with negating the orientation of the sequence. LTURN_TRIAN describes the situation depicted in Figure 4 [15] to handle degenerate cases. Actually, they are not needed in our approach, since LTURN_TRIAN already covers these cases. This illustrates the advantages of our approach: We always address general and degenerate cases at the same time, which makes the description succinct and readable. The same holds for later implementations that are made with three-valued data types.
3 Cohen-Sutherland Line Clipping
Formalisation of the Algorithm in HOL
A frequent operation in many graphic applications is the line clipping to an upright rectangular window. To this end, the Cohen-Sutherland algorithm divides the plane into nine regions: Each of the edges of the clip window defines an infinite line that divides the plane into inside and outside half-spaces (see Figure 5 (a) ). The resulting regions can be described using a four bit outcode. The four bits of this code denote whether this region is situated above, below, left and right of the window, respectively With the help of this outcode, necessary conditions can be formulated to check whether the line segment is inside or outside the window: The line segment is inside the window iff no bit of the outcodes of the endpoints is set. If a common bit is set in the outcodes of the endpoints, then both endpoints are outside the same side of the window. Thus, the entire line segment is outside the window. In most cases, a line segment will have been either accepted of rejected by these conditions.
In all other cases, the line segment is split into two pieces at an appropriate clipping edge. Assume that the considered end point (x 1 , y 1 ) is above the window (see Figure  5 (b) ). Removing the portion of the line that is above the window results in a new line segment with the old endpoint (x 2 , y 2 ) and the new endpoint (x 
Once the line segment is identified, the outcode of the new endpoint is computed. After this, the algorithm is restarted with the new values.
In order to formalise the algorithm in HOL, we start with the definition of the outcodes. To this end, we use the primitives lole(w) and upri(w), which denote the lower left and the upper right corner of the window w:
The actual algorithm is taken from [9] , where the loop is replaced by a recursive call. Moreover, as the algorithm does not return an edge in all cases, an option type is used for the result, returning NONE if the line is rejected, and SOME(e) if the edge e is accepted.
shortened_line ⊢ def shortenedLine(w, (v b , v e )) = let x min = x lole(w) and y min = y lole(w) and x max = x upri(w) and y max = y upri(w) and x 1 = x v b and y 1 = y v b and x 2 = x vE and y 2 = y ve and
else if LEFT(c 1 ) then
Verification
As a first step of the verification, we have to set up a formal specification of the algorithm: Given a line segment (by its two endpoints v b and v e ) and a rectangular window (given by its lower left and its upper right corners), return the line segment that is inside the window, where all points on the edge are considered to be inside. To keep the specification concise, we use the following two primitives: csaInWin(w 1 , v) holds if the point v is inside or on the edge of window w 1 , and csaOnSeg((v b , v e ), v) holds if the point v is on the line segment from v b to v e (including the endpoints). As before, lole(w 1 ) and upri(w 1 ) denote the lower left and upper right corner of the clipping window. Note that degenerate inputs and outputs are possible, since the input and the output segments may consist of a single point.
In any case, the result is a value of an option type: it is either NONE (if the line segment is outside the window) or it represents a pair of points defining the clipped line segment.
The correctness of the above specification is proven by induction over the recursive calls of the clipping function csaClip (w 1 , (v b , v e ) ). There are two base cases: In the first case, the line segment is accepted, since both endpoints are inside the window. We must prove that every point of the segment is also in the window (ACCEPT_SEGMENT_INWINDOW).
The second base case results from the rejection of the line segment in the first recursive call. For the proof, we use the bounding box check: If the reject primitive holds, we prove that the window that is defined by the endpoints of the line segment and the clipping window have no common area. Thus, the segment does not have an intersection with the clipping window, and it is correctly rejected.
The first recursive call swaps the end points. Provided that the induction hypotheses holds, the algorithm is correct, because swapping the end points does not change the set of points of the segment (CSA_ONSEG_SYM).
The second recursive call is the hardest part of the proof. The line segment is shortened. Two things must be proven: First, the shortened segment is a subset of the original one (CSA_CUT_CORRECT). Second, points on the segment that are inside the window are not cut off (CSA_CUT_COMPLETE).
The key to prove the remaining part is to show that the line segment is split into two partitions (LINE_SPLIT). This concludes the correctness proof that holds for all cases (including that endpoints are on the edges of the window, or that both endpoints are the same). Hence, we have proven that the algorithm terminates and that it returns the specified result.
Implementation of a Dependable Software Library
The previous sections illustrated how rational numbers and a three-valued logic can be used to specify and verify polygon processing algorithms. We use the same techniques to implement a software library. The advantages are obvious: First, the specification and the actual implementation are as close as possible, since all primitives are implemented in software in the same way as they were defined in the HOL theory. Second and more important, algorithms are more compact, because several cases of the two-valued formalisation can be merged in the three-valued setting.
We implemented a software library in C based on three-valued logics and rational numbers. With the help of the GMP library, we perform all calculations with arbitrary precision. The following paragraphs sketch the implementation.
The truth values of the three valued logic are represented by a signed integer, and the logical functions are implemented by their truth tables. The existence of an intersection point of two line segments can be computed as follows: log3 do_seg_intersect ( line l1, line l2 ) { return and3( equ3( lturn( l1.beg,l1.end,l2.beg ), rturn( l1.beg,l1.end,l2.end ) ),( lturn( l2.beg,l2.end,l1.beg ), rturn( l2.beg,l2.end,l1.end ) )) } If both segments truly intersect, T is returned. If they only touch or have a common line segment, U is returned, since this is a degenerated case. If there are no common points, F is returned. This corresponds to the function∃x. onSeg(ℓ 1 , x)∧ onSeg(ℓ 2 , x).
As another example, reconsider the winding number algorithm, which is described in Section 2.1. A classic implementation of this algorithm that directly deals with degenerate cases cannot avoid the case distinctions shown in Figure 1 . The position of the previous and following points must be taken into account, which leads to even more subcases. With the help of a three-valued intersection, the algorithm can be formulated much easier. Three-valued primitives eliminate all extrinsic degeneracies. This clearly demonstrates the benefits of our approach.
Provided that e[i] denotes the i-th of n edges of a polygon and xRay(v) is the ray from v to the right, the following C fragment calculates the winding number w of v. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose the use of three-valued logic to develop dependable algorithms for geometric applications to be used in safety-critical embedded systems. The use of a third truth value allows us to make degenerate cases explicit so that they can be appropriately handled by different algorithms. Starting from applications like motion planning and collision detection, we dealt with basic geometric objects and primitives.
The obtained software library has been formalised in the interactive theorem prover HOL. Moreover, we used HOL to formally reason about the geometric primitives in order to assure their consistent use. In particular, we are able to verify entire algorithms that are used in embedded systems in order to guarantee that required safety properties like avoidance of collisions are met.
Furthermore, since degenerate cases are succinctly described by three-valued primitives, the derived algorithms are both robust and compact, and their results are to a large extent independent of the numeric precision of the underlying microprocessors.
